SYNOPSIS
Contact Info:
Dr. Derrick L. Campbell
PO Box 1668
Blackwood, NJ 08012
(856) 566-3267
info@thepromisedlandministry.com

Genre:
Educational Documentary

Target Audience:
Husbands and potential husbands

Film Premise (Logline):
A couple avoids divorce after the husband saves their marriage by using a team building
process based on biblical principles.

Act 1:
DR. CAMPBELL tells the story about him and his wife - SHEILA. After six years of a
blissful marriage, they decide that it was time to expand their family. It turns out that a
report from their doctor could have devastated their marriage.

As you would guess, the fireworks began and their marriage began the road to a divorce.
Dr. Campbell reflects on the steps he will need to accomplish that will successfully save
his marriage.
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Act 2:
Dr. Campbell remembers the team building process that he learned as he pursued his
doctorate degree in Education Leadership. He uses several leadership skills to get his
marriage back on track. He also implements several strategies that enhance the
communication between him and Sheila and reduce the conflict that now exist in his
marriage. By reducing the conflict in his marriage, he ensures that his marriage no longer
exhibits characteristics consistent with a dysfunctional marriage.

Act 3:
Dr. Campbell successfully implements the team building process over a seven-week
period. The process includes developing a shared vision founded on common marital
values and biblical principles. Next, the two develop a strategic plan that includes twentyfour agreed upon goals in eight different categories, a timeline, and a budget. Dr. and Mrs.
Campbell successfully rebuild their marriage and continue to work together in marital
bliss.

The film is a true story in which Dr. Campbell has successfully facilitated workshops at
various locations across the country. Dr. Campbell's is developing the film from his book
titled 'Leading Your Marriage into the Promised Land' for which many men and couples
have found beneficial.
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